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Global equities endured a sharp sell off as investors grappled with the uncertain policy outlook in U.S on
election results day. The price reaction moderated thereafter, and U.S equities hit new record highs as
investors turned positive to Trump’s policies. An expansionary fiscal policy which entails higher domestic
infrastructure investments, once implemented will be positive for the U.S dollar, and negative to export
dependent emerging markets economies.
Trump’s victory renewed heavy selling of US Treasuries and global bonds. The probability of an interest
rate hike in the upcoming meeting in Dec has risen from 60% to almost 100%. Bond markets are pricing in
higher inflation expectations as a response to Trump’s expansionary fiscal policies. In the forex market, the
U.S Dollar rallied against major currency baskets, as the U.S Dollar index surged 3% in November.
The KLCI fell 3.2% on broad selling, reflecting a 53 points drop in November on the back of poor corporate
earnings delivery and unrelenting capital outflows. A much lower Ringgit, which has now declined as much
as 6.5% against the U.S Dollar compounded the losses in USD terms weaken market sentiments further.
The sell-off was more pronounced within the small-mid cap space, the FMB Small Cap is fell 6.6% in
November.
Malaysia’s 3Q16 GDP growth print of 4.3% were higher than expected, driven by a recovery in exports was
partially offset by slowing consumption spending. BNM maintained its OPR unchanged 3% in November, as
expected.
The Malaysian Prime Minister Najib recent official visit to China drew some direct Chinese FDI into
Malaysia as PM Najib witnessed the signing of 14 agreements between Malaysia and China worth RM144
bn.
On the fixed income side, Malaysian Ringgit (MYR) declined 6.49% against US Dollar (USD) due to the surge
in Malaysia’s 5-year credit default swap (CDS) level (+39.96 to 164.29). Selloff in both local equity and
bond markets also contributed to the weakening of MYR against USD. During the month, net foreign
selling in local equity amounted to RM3.9 billion. Depreciation of Chinese Yuan (CNY) against USD and the
volatility in offshore MYR against USD also resulted in the depreciation bias of MYR against USD.
Benchmark local government bonds saw yields shifted higher by 64 – 91 basis points (bps) across the curve
due to the selloff in global bond markets on rising inflation expectation in US. At month’s end, the 3-, 5-, 7and 10-year benchmark MGS yields settled at a respective 3.85% (+91 bps), 4.03% (+72 bps), 4.15% (+64
bps) and 4.35% (+74 bps).
The month of November was all about US presidential election. Americans have chosen Donald Trump as
their new Commander in Chief, a result which sent shockwaves around the world. Apart from Trump’s
victory, the outcome in the Congress remained unchanged. The Republicans retained the majority in both
chambers. There were powerful risk-off moves across global markets as the result was announced.
However, the risk-off moves were reversed as Donald Trump’s conciliatory victory speech calmed market
participants from the shocking result. While digesting the election result, investors shifted their focus to
Trump’s election policies of greater fiscal expansion and less corporate regulation which is expected to
spur economy growth.
The US Dollar index swung within a wide range with an appreciation bias against major currencies, Dow
Jones Industry Average (DJIA) climbed to a record high and US Treasury sold off across the curve. Emerging
market equities, debt and currencies plunged on speculation that higher US interest rates would dampen
the appeal of riskier emerging market securities.
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Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM) kept the Overnight Policy Rate (OPR) at 3.00% at its final meeting for this
year. It marks the second meeting that OPR is kept on hold after 25bps cut in July 2016. BNM maintained
that at the current level of OPR, the degree of monetary accommodativeness is consistent with the policy
stance that the domestic economy continues on a steady growth path amid stable inflation, supported by
continued healthy financial intermediation in the economy.
According to BNM, private consumption remains the growth engine while ongoing infrastructure
investments and capital expenditure in both manufacturing and services sectors will continue to boost
investment activities.
Headline inflation moderated to 1.4% in October 2016 compared to 1.5% year-on-year in September. Core
inflation, which excludes the prices of food and energy, rose to 2.0% year-on-year compared to 2.1% yearon-year in September 2016.

OnePRS Outlook

Key issue going forward lies mainly with the direction and stance of US policies in areas like immigration,
trade and foreign relations in view of Trump’s anti-immigration, anti-free trade and anti-globalisation
rhetoric. This may lead to higher inflation in US as protectionist policies impact the supply chain and cause
cost-push price reaction, whilst putting pressure on EM currencies on trade volume disruptions.
Capital inflows into EM could reverse as carry trades are made unattractive given the rising yields in US,
causing EM equities to underperform. In the near-term, uncertainty has emerged on Fed’s monetary policy
direction with the odd of a rate hike in December as interest rates may normalise sooner than expected on
higher inflation expectations, driven up by fiscal expansion and infrastructure investment.
Against these backdrops, we expect global financial markets to remain highly volatile in the near term.
Only time will tell whether Trump’s controversial pledges are carried through after he takes office next
month.
For the rest of December, MYR is expected to remain weak, putting foreign selling pressures on local
bonds. However, Malaysian bonds still offer attractive yields compared to developed markets and foreign
buying might resume as things settle.
On credits, negative rating actions will continue to dominate rating migration of local corporate bonds due
to challenging economic conditions that will continue to exert pressure on corporates’ cash flow ability.
However, we do not expect rising default numbers in 2016 as very few of our bond holdings are rated in
the lower rating spectrum. This reinforces our view that credit spreads will remain stable throughout the
rest of 2016.
Key issues over the medium/long term include the direction of US policies under a President Trump, the
pace of US growth and Fed rate hikes, China’s future growth trajectory and also whether Bank Negara will
cut OPR further.
Over the shorter term however, the upcoming Italian referendum on 4 December, if doesn’t pass, could be
destabilizing to global markets as many Italian banks might become insolvent, triggering a new episode of
European debt crisis.
Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM) projects global growth to improve slightly in 2017 compared to previous
statement where BNM was more cautious and sounded that downside risks to global growth remain high.
BNM sees the prospect of a shift towards progressive use of fiscal policy in the developed economies that
would support growth. The domestic economy continued to expand in the third quarter and remains on
track to expand in 2016 and 2017. Banking system continues to have excess funds and financial institutions
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continue to operate with strong capital and liquidity buffers.
BNM expects inflation to come in at the lower end of projected 2.0%-2.5% for 2016 and expected to
remain stable in 2017. Low global commodity prices, and fading impact of the goods and services tax are
key contributory factors for easing inflationary pressure. With inflation poised to remain subdued, we are
of the view that Bank Negara will maintain the OPR at 3.00% in the first quarter 2017.

OnePRS Fund
Strategy

For all PRS funds;
Refer to the respective underlying fund(s).
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Kenanga OnePRS Growth Fund
December 2016
FUND PERFORMANCE (%)

FUND OBJECTIVE
Seeks to provide capital growth.
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Benchmark
Composite of All MGS Index (30%) and FBM 100 (70%)

Kenanga OnePRS Growth : 22.68

70% FTSE BM Top 100 + 30% quant shop MGS All Index : -3.66

Source: Novagni Analytics and Advisory Sdn Bhd

Designated Fund Manager
Lee Sook Yee
Sales Charge
Up to 1.50%
Annual Management Fee
1.55% p.a.
Annual Trustee Fee
0.015% p.a. of the Fund's NAV, subject to a minimum of RM6,000 p.a.

CUMULATIVE FUND PERFORMANCE (%) #
Period
Fund
Benchmark
1 month
-2.39
-3.56
6 months
2.11
-1.90
1 year
1.71
-0.63
3 years
22.68
-3.90
5 years
Since Launch
22.68
-3.66

CALENDAR YEAR FUND PERFORMANCE (%) #
Period
Fund
Benchmark
2015
14.15
-0.53
2014
5.88
-3.22
2013
2012
2011
-

# Source: Novagni Analytics and Advisory Sdn Bhd ; Lipper,
30 November 2016

FUND SIZE *
RM27.56 million

Redemption Charge
Nil

NAV PER UNIT *
RM0.6134

HISTORICAL FUND PRICE *
Date
Since Inception
Highest
RM 0.6294
24-Oct-16
Lowest
RM 0.4998
16-Dec-13

Initial Offer Price
RM 0.5000

All fees and charges payable to the Manager and the Trustee are subject to GST
as may be imposed by the government or other authorities from time to time.

ASSET ALLOCATION *
November
October
September

SECTOR ALLOCATION (% NAV) *

2.00%
98.00%
Collective Investment Scheme

2.00%

98.0%

98.00%
2.00%

Liquidity

Short Term Deposit and Cash

2.0%

98.00%
Collective Investment Schemes

TOP HOLDINGS (% NAV) *
1 Kenanga Growth Fund
2 Kenanga Bond Fund

DISTRIBUTION HISTORY
68.92%
29.07%
Not Applicable

* Source: Kenanga Investors Berhad, 30 November 2016

The Kenanga First Replacement Disclosure Document (“DD”) in relation to the OnePRS Scheme dated 28 October 2014, its Product Highlights Sheets (“PHS”) or Supplemental
Disclosure Document (“SDD”) (if any) have been registered with the Securities Commission Malaysia, who takes no responsibility for its contents. A copy of the Master Prospectus,
Supplemental Prospectus (if any), SDD (if any) and the PHS are obtainable at our offices. Application for Units can only be made on receipt of application form referred to in and
accompanying the Master Prospectus and/or Supplemental Prospectus (if any), SDD (if any) and PHS. Investors are advised to read and understand the Master Prospectus, its PHS
and any other relevant product disclosure documents involved before investing. Investors are also advised to consider the fees and charges before investing. Unit prices and
distributions may go down as well as up. Where a unit split/distribution is declared, investors are advised that following the issue of additional units/distribution, the NAV per unit
will be reduced from pre-unit split NAV/cum-distribution NAV to post-unit split NAV/ex-distribution NAV. Where a unit split is declared, investors should note that the value of their
investment in Malaysian Ringgit will remain unchanged after the distribution of the additional units. A Fund’s track record does not guarantee its future performance. Investors are
advised to read and understand the contents of the unit trust loan financing risk disclosure statement before deciding to borrow to purchase units.
Kenanga Investors Berhad is committed to preventing Conflict of Interest between its various businesses and activities and between its clients/directors/shareholders and
employees by having in place procedures and measures for identifying and properly managing any apparent, potential and perceived Conflict of Interest by making disclosures to
Clients, where appropriate.
The Manager wishes to highlight the specific risks of the Fund are interest rate risk, liquidity risk, credit/default risk, stock-specific risk, derivatives risk and collective investment
scheme risk.

